Capillary instability of axisymmetric, active liquid crystal jets.
We study linear stability of an infinitely long, axisymmetric, cylindrical active liquid crystal (ALC) jet in a passive isotropic fluid matrix using a polar active liquid crystal (ALC) model. We identify three possible unstable modes (or mechanisms) as the result of the interaction between the flow and the active (or self-propelled) molecular motion. The first unstable mode is related to the polarity vector instability when coupled to the flow field in the presence of the molecular activity. It can be traced back to the inherent polarity vector instability in a bulk active liquid crystal flow. However, it can be grossly amplified in the ALC jet to encompass up to infinitely many unstable growth rates when the long range distortional elastic interaction is weak in certain parameter regimes; it can also be suppressed in other parameter regimes completely. The second unstable mode is related to the classical capillary or Rayleigh instability, which exists in a finite wave interval [0, k(cutoff)]. The new feature for this instability lies in the dependence of the cutoff wave number (k(cutoff)) on the activity of the active matter system. For ALC jets with sufficiently strong contractile activity, the instability can be completely suppressed though. The third unstable mode is due to the active viscous stress. This unstable mode can emerge in the intermediate wave number regime at a sufficiently strong active viscosity and even expand all the way to the zero wave number limit when the Rayleigh unstable mode is absent. It can also be suppressed in the regime of weak active viscous stress. At any given values of the model parameters, the three types of instabilities can show up either individually or in a certain combination, or be completely suppressed altogether. In this paper, we discuss the positive growth rates associated with the instabilities, windows of instability and their dependence on model parameters through extensive numerical computations aided by asymptotic analyses.